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The new forward pass technology features a new
artificial intelligence, which is more intelligent and
proactive in controlling the ball, and translates the
motion of the player into action on the pitch. It will
act as a third-party referee, using the data
provided by the artificial intelligence to make
decisions, influencing the opponent’s defence.
The artificial intelligence will also read the
intended path of the pass, and will make its own
decision about whether or not to make a
challenge for the ball, even if the coach’s
intention is not always clear. Finally, the AI will
also provide live feedback to the player, advising
them on their movement. FIFA 22 introduces a
completely new ball physics system: It now
features new Layers of Motion Technology. Most
balls feature four Layers of Motion, but balls with
a traditional 12-layer construction are also
available. Each layer of motion gives the ball a
distinct feeling, from the Layer of Under Pressure
to the Layer of Speed. The surface of the ball now
features an additional Layer of Precision, which is
used as a control layer in player shooting. This
new Layer of Precision was tested with players
and coaches from around the world during its
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development. Better passing Artificial intelligence
In-play refuting Improved ball physics New
finishing Improved shooting animation EAS Brand
new PES system THE BEST FIFA HEAD-TO-HEAD
COMPARISON OF FIFA 22 VS PES 2016 Let’s
compare the best features of FIFA 22 and PES
2016 with a head-to-head comparison video. FIFA
22 : Control handling Win the ball back and make
quick passes. You need to do this as quickly as
possible so that the defence can't quickly react
and create their own pressure. Create your own
pressure to win the ball back. FIFA 22 : Best pass
Short pass to receive the ball in your feet. The ball
then will fly forward as soon as the pass has been
received. You have to be quick and smart to do
this. FIFA 22 : In-play Refereeing Set the ball with
a pass to the open player. The AI will then try to
stop the opposing team and defend their goal
from there. If you win, the AI will kick the ball out
of the danger zone. You can also control the
attacking team, setting them up with passes and
tackling. You can then call for the offside
Fifa 22 Features Key:
Completely reengineered gameplay, improved ball control and an all-new, intelligent
A.I.-controlled opponent.
New ways to enhance attacks and welcomes the first steps taken to a new ball physics
model.
Improved face recognition, improved online controls, and fresh weekly leagues.
Introducing new game modes and visuals, as well as more than 300 unique player styles.
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Become your very own superstar and improve your ability through in-depth player
progression and play-making challenges.
Enhanced features and broadcast in-game commentary, a dynamic stadium, authentic
chants, and most of all, the precise, intuitive controls that have become part of the series’
DNA.
Make your mark on history with new stadia and league competitions, online divisions, and
leagues.
Re-mastered stadiums bring life to your matches by changing the pitch's surface,
configurations, and environment, as well as providing improved visual and audio cues.
AI-controlled opponents who react to your play and improves your understanding of how to
play the game, as well as how your teams behave in game. For players seeking to develop
their player management skills, face the difficult task of working with a new and
sophisticated A.I., which will provide new challenges. There are new Game Modes.
Take part in the Ultimate Team experience on any device, as well as social features aimed at
encouraging interaction between players.
An all-new Customisation system that includes reworked licences, coaching and training
systems, kits and training apparel.
In-depth Player Development system, with a new way to boost attributes and overall player
performance.
New teamwork in online and split-screen play.
An improved Training System, including techniques for developing both your strikers and
midfielders.
New online Manager Motion Capture, which tests your understanding of the game at every
level.
It's all about gameplay, and adding new features does not undermine that, although it's more
than made up for by the renewed emphasis that EA Sports has placed on a fully integrated,
co-ordinated and unified approach that will enable the newly-intended-to-be-the-best game
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FIFA is a real-life action simulation football
video game that has captivated gamers for
over 30 years. First released for the PC in
October 1993, FIFA quickly grew in popularity
to become one of the most popular football
games of all time, going on to become a multiplatform phenomenon loved for its authentic
gameplay that throws players into exciting
and realistic matches. With FIFA, the player
controls a player on the field of play,
manipulating the ball, and tackling opponents
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either on or off the pitch. FIFA’s single-player
mode is a career mode where the player is
able to play matches, leading teams, training
and managing their squad, and engaging in
improvements to their own abilities. In multiplayer mode, the player’s ultimate goal is to
play against other online players. MORE: FIFA
18 promises ‘we are ready’ to make it more
unpredictable Who’s who? Titos – The
Anchorman: World Cup Brazil 2014™
goalkeeper. All-round footballer, selfconfessed football fanatic and self-proclaimed
‘world football superstar’, he has been the
hero on the pitch for Brazil for almost two
decades. Hard-working, ball-playing, and wellloved by both his fans and the rest of the
world, Titos is regarded as one of the best
goalkeepers in the world and a key member of
Brazil’s squad. He is the third oldest player on
the roster. Almighty Captain – The Anchorman:
World Cup Brazil 2014™ goalkeeper. All-round
footballer, self-confessed football fanatic and
self-proclaimed ‘world football superstar’, he
has been the hero on the pitch for Brazil for
almost two decades. Hard-working, ballplaying, and well-loved by both his fans and
the rest of the world, Almighty Captain is
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regarded as one of the best goalkeepers in the
world and a key member of Brazil’s squad. He
is the seventh oldest player on the roster. All
For One – The Anchorman: World Cup Brazil
2014™ midfielder. All-round footballer, selfconfessed football fanatic and self-proclaimed
‘world football superstar’, he has been the
hero on the pitch for Brazil for almost two
decades. Hard-working, ball-playing, and wellloved by both his fans and the rest of the
world, All For One is regarded as one of the
best midfielders in the world bc9d6d6daa
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Make the most of every game on FIFA 22 Ultimate
Team, the new and improved way to build and
manage your very own team of real players. Buy
and trade any player in the game to create a team
fit for any situation. FIFA 22 Ultimate Team is
packed with many new features that give you
even more ways to win, play and learn. Premier
League – Make history as the Premier League
returns to EA SPORTS FIFA in FIFA 22, with 27 of
England’s finest teams and the brand new
2018/19 season, including all 20 English clubs.
Play all 380 Premier League matches in the most
authentic way possible, from open play to
individual tackles. Weekly Club Match – Play
anytime with your favourite club, in any stadium.
Download a stadium the week before, and play
the match there. Use the training session and
board analysis tools to get the most from your
players in games that matter most. New Moves –
Enjoy the best football action ever in FIFA 22, with
new moves and animations that give you that
extra feeling of realism. Breaking Balls – Play a
brand-new position, as a central attacking
midfielder in FIFA 22. With unique ball control and
dribbling skills, take on defenders in a different
way. Mastering the Kick – See every angle of the
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ball, learn how to find space, and kick the ball like
a natural. Ball Control – Feel the movement and
experience the speed of the ball like never before
in FIFA 22. Retro Player Presentation – The first
time the game brings you full-screen
presentations of the pitch, players and ball. These
content-rich modes were built for Madden NFL 20
and have been tweaked to provide even more
authenticity. Photo Mode – Experience the world in
stunning detail with the next generation of
camera technology. Take your best game snaps
from over 20 viewpoints, with all the touch-ups
you need to win and share. FIFA 2K19 SEASON
PASS Play the ultimate edition of the awardwinning football franchise at the definitive price.
Play the full season of FIFA 2K19 for the ultimate
football fan. This season of FIFA 2K19 delivers an
improved match engine with authentic, robust
game physics and the most comprehensive roster
of real-world players and clubs, including a
licensed 32-team Ligue 1 2018/19 season The
season pass allows you to play the ultimate
edition of the award-winning football franchise at
the definitive price. That's over 80 missions
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What's new:
The Park—Escape the check and freeze from pitch
invaders, control the ball with precision and pass through
the eyes of goal keepers. And when you step inside the
Park, out of the spotlight, new Player Actions like low
passes and dribbling breakdown defenders.
In-Play Experience—Experience the intensity of live
matches more than ever with an updated in-play
experience. Passes are now automatically recreated in
game, allowing for more freedom in how your attacking
plays unfold in real time. The pitch-by-pitch commentary
has been updated and the game now features improved
motion tracking in cluttered stadiums. Play your way
around defenders from outside the box. Get into
challenges in a whole new way. Head to the pitch to
change a number one, make the next pass, and decide the
game—and everyone will see it.
World Class Player Scouting—Find the new faces and rising
stars before everyone else with Player Scouting. Scour the
world and watch amazing young hopefuls from across the
globe. Compare stats, videos, ranks, National Team
Ratings, online matches and more to predict their potential
in the future.
Realistic Dialogue—Move to the music, connect with other
street soccer enthusiasts as you share laughs, fist-bumps,
and other tiny gestures. Interacting with the crowd, play
on the streets with the new “People” system, and get
creative with new song packs.
Increased Skill Speed—Improve dribbling. Quicker runs.
Better first touches. And more pull-backs and fakes to
open up the field.
More Agility and Balance—Manage your height, muscle
mass, speed, and active upper body strength to dominate
the ball with new body balance mechanics.
Match Experiences—Put the ball in the pocket, pass
through the defences and feel the burn with new Match
Experiences. From Opening Day Matches, to Decisive
Matches, to Intense Knockouts.
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Digital Teammate—Hang out with your own team, score
more goals, and get more assists as you climb the
Leaderboard alongside your Digital Teammates. Interact
with your squad, including tactics, positioning, timing and
more during the game in your Team Management mode.
New Progression System—Make decisions that matter as
you
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FIFA is the world’s #1 Sports Game, a franchise
with global appeal. The FIFA brand – which
includes FIFA, FIFA 18, FIFA 19 and EA SPORTS
FIFA – is the #1 Sports Franchise in North America
and #4 overall, making it one of the most
recognisable brands in gaming. FIFA is played by
the millions of fans around the world, on all major
consoles and handhelds. The game has shipped
more than 500 million copies globally. Over the
last two years, FIFA innovations have made the
game even more authentic and thrilling. FIFA
Ultimate Team made The Journey of a Lifetime for
players. This season of innovation has seen the
introduction of Squad Builds. Live the dream of
earning your place in the Squad. Now you are the
Authority on the Pitch. Powered by Football™ The
game engine is Powered by Football™. This new
innovation delivers key enhancements to the
game with experience from the Champions
League, UEFA European Championship, MLS Cup
and Champion’s League. It connects fans with the
clubs and players through innovative Player
Connect. New Season of Innovation: FIFA has long
been the first and only Sports Game to deliver
Realistic Player Physics. FIFA is the only sports
game with detailed team AI on the same level as
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human players. FIFA is the only sports game with
more than 100 million gameplay hours of research
and development. The development of the
following is the result of that research. New
Dynamic 3D Player Targeting: FIFA feels like the
game your team is playing. Where you’re running,
how your defender moves. New Dynamically
Alterable Player Trajectory: The Physical Attribute
of players is taken into account. Take over a long
kick and the momentum of the ball is adjusted.
New Goalkeeper Motion Cues: As the incoming
ball is played, the goalkeeper will make his runup. New Cutting Ability: Passes or shots can be
intercepted. In the game, more than 80 percent of
the passes are executed. New Acceleration Away
From Goal: Numerous animations affect the
trajectory of the ball. New Target-Selection Speed:
Cannondale Roubaix is an Italian bicycle
manufacturer. It is the official partner of the EA
SPORTS FIFA community. Playmaker Intelligence:
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System Requirements For Fifa 22:

Windows PC System Requirements: Operating
System: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (64-bit versions only)
Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 or AMD FX-6300 or
better Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 660 or better, AMD Radeon R9 260x
or better DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 50 GB
available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible
Sound Card Additional Notes: Microsoft Surface
tablet Mac System Requirements: Operating
System:
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